
Our growing company is searching for experienced candidates for the position of
wholesale planner. To join our growing team, please review the list of
responsibilities and qualifications.

Responsibilities for wholesale planner

Maximize sales and inventory performance by analyzing point of sale data to
identify trends by door and product category on a weekly basis
Communicate action based analysis from point of sale data to leverage ksny
business
Partner with sales team to achieve monthly shipping targets across account
base and product category – provide selling and shipping analysis to
recommend business opportunities and identify risk
Actively participate with sales team in seasonal market and management
appointments specific to product category responsibilities
Alignment between Wholesale Merchandising/ Planning and Customer
Operations in the up-stream allocation of inventory
Fully align, partner and cooperate with the Buying, Allocation, Visual
merchandising, Regional Finance and the Corporate Planning team
Partner with Mainline about key investments and provide guidance for
Wholesale customers
Create Top Down Pre-Season Financial Targets for Wholesale, which support
Regional and Corporate Buying initiatives (Product Pyramid, Big Ideas)
Manage Bottom Up Pre-Season plans to Option level, analyse option
productivity per market/country
Review seasonal buys with Buyers and Allocation (reviews should focus on
quantities by cluster and ensuring buys are within agreed budgets)

Qualifications for wholesale planner

Example of Wholesale Planner Job Description
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Leverage mainline analysis and reporting for wholesale and franchise
customer
Ensure Top Down and Bottom Up plans meet or exceed Regional Financial
goals and are aligned with Regional and Corporate strategies
Reconciliation of Regional and Divisional Plans at various stages of the
process
In-Season Sales, Margin, and Inventory management and reaction to business
trends, delivering or exceeding on Regional financial goals for Wholesale
Management and communication of Regional Inventory levels, throughout
Product Hierarchy, through formal open to buy process
Develop consistent formalised processes, which bring greater financial
discipline to the organisation, with a focus on inventory


